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EC Collection

A Class Of It’s Own

Clean lines and an uncluttered aesthetic. This                 
combination makes the award winning EC Collection’s 
3 Series adaptable to almost any requirement. 
The 3 Series blends elegance with function, featuring it’s   
double needle stitching that provides strength and
durability with a dynamic ergonomic back suspension      
system that’s integrated into the molded back. 
Simply put, the 3 Series provides a pristine, modern        
aesthetic for the executive that desires performance and 
a polished appearance.

ergonomic workstation. 
The EC Collection’s 3 Series is available in executive high 
back and mid back management / conference models. 
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335 Mid Back 335-A Mid Back with 
Adjustable Arms

335D-A High Back with 
Adjustable Arms

335D High Back

MODELS

for sharp looks and solid ergonomics. The 3 Series consists of High Back and 

aluminum loop arms. The loop arms come standard with polyurethane arm caps 
or optional leather wrapped arm caps.



DESIGN

      3 Series

At Nightingale we wanted to create a chair 
that made people admire the aesthetics and 
appreciate the ergonomics. This ideology has 

ultra comfortable chair that combines elegance 
with simple, but striking design. The 3 Series        
combines high grade materials, ergonomic 
principles and minimalist design putting the 
3 Series in a class of it’s own.
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INTEGRATED HEADREST
Built in headrest provides support and maintains 

800.363.8954

POLISHED ALUMINUM ARMS
Sleek contoured looped arms are capped with 
polyurethane or optional leather/vinyl wrapped arm 
pads.

Arms are height and width adjustable with lockable 
swivel and forward / backward arm pad adjustment. Arms 
are capped with polyurethane arm pads for durability and 
support.

The EC Series features a full back, spring support system 
built into the molded foam, providing comfort and 
support for the entire back. This continuous, dynamic 
back support is provided by a self adjusting, embedded 
smart spring system. This smart spring feature 
streamlines the appearance of the chair without 
ignoring ergonomic principals, creating a chair that 
sits as good as it looks.

3D ADJUSTABLE ARMS

SLEEK MECHANISM

BUILT-IN BACK SUPPORT SYSTEM

multi-position tilt lock with slow release, pneumatic 
height adjustment and side tension control.
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TEXTILES

335D-UC
PRINCESS | 451 | Sandbank

335D-UC
PRINCESS | 444 | Apple

The 3 Series can be upholstered using high quality 
textiles, vinyls or leathers in a wide range of colors and 
grades.  To view all the possible combinations and textile 
information visit our website at: 
www.nightingalechairs.com/en/textiles .
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335D
PRINCESS | 186 | Black

335-A
MOGULS | M02242 | Java

335-A
AXIS | AXIS04  | Denim

335-A
MYSTIC | C3 | Burgandy
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DIMENSIONS DISCLAIMER
Dimensions are subject to change without
notice.  Dimensions may have a variance of up to 0.5”  
Contact Nightingale if more precise measurements are needed. 

Made in a 100% waste free manufacturing facility.

      3 Series

Model: 335D 335 335D-A 335-A

Overall:
width 
depth                                 
height

26”  
26”                                
44”- 47.5”

26”  
26”                                
37.5”- 40.75”

27.25”  
26”                                
44”- 47.5”

27.25”  
26”                                
37.5”- 40.75”

Seat Height: 16.5”- 20” 16.5”- 20” 16.5”- 20” 16.5”- 20”

Weight: 59 lbs 53 lbs 47 lbs  41 lbs

Volume: 16 cu ft 17 cu ft 11 cu ft 16 cu ft

Seat Width: 19.5” 19.5” 19.5” 19.5”

Seat Depth: 18.5” 18.5” 18.5” 18.5”

Back Width: 19.25” 19.25” 19.25” 19.25”

Back Height: 28.25” 28.25” 28.25” 28.25”

KD Volume: 16 cu ft 16 cu ft 16 cu ft 16 cu ft

DIMENSIONS

TB117-2013 compliant

TEXTILE DISCLAIMER
Nightingale only upholsters with top quality materials.

Nightingale recommends ordering product samples at 
www.nightingalechairs.com/en/textiles
representation of color.  However due to slight variations in dye lots, there can be slight 
color variations to received product.

Nightingale has made every e�ort to represent the colors and textures of these textiles, vinyls 
and leathers as accurately as possible. However, we cannot guarantee 100% accuracy, due to 
variations that occur in the printing process.
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Zamora 45-47, 4t 2a
08005 Barcelona, Spain
T. +34 93 515 57 17
infospain@roomdimensions.es


